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McPHAR GEOPHYSICS

NOTES ON THE THEORY, METHOD OF FIELD OPERATIO~

AND PRESENTATION OF DATA

FOR THE INDUCED PO LA RIZA nON METHOD

Induced Polarization as a geophysical measurement refers

to the blocking action or polarization of metallic or electronic

conductors in a medium of ionic solution conduction.

This electro-chemical phenomenon Occurs wherever

electrical current is pas sed through an area which contains metallic

minerals such as base metal sulphides. Normally, when current is

passed through the ground, as in resistivity measurements, all of the

conduction takes place through ions present in the water content of the

rock, or soil, i. e. by ionic conduction. This is because almost all

minerals have a much higher specific resistivity than ground water.

The group of minerals commonly described as "metallic", however,

have specific resistivities much lower than ground waters. The

induced polarization effect takes place at those interfaces where the

mode of conduction changes from ionic in the solutions filling the

interstices of the rock to electronic in the metallic minerals present
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in the rock.

The blocking action or induced polarization mentioned

above, which depends upon the chemical energies necessary to allow

the ions to give up or receive electrons from the metallic surface,

increases with the time that a d. c. current is allowed to flow through

the rock; i. e. as ions pile up against the metallic interface the

resistance to current flow increases. Eventually, there is enough

polarization in the form of excess ions at the interfaces, to appreciably

reduce the amount of current flow through the metallic particle. This

polarization takes place at each of the infinite number of solution-metal

interfaces in a mineralized rock.

When the d. c. voltage used to create this d. c. current

flow is cut off, the Coulomb forces between the charged ions forming

the polarization cause them to return to their normal position. This

movement of charge creates a small current flow which can be

measured on the surface of the ground as a decaying potential difference.

From an alternate viewpoint it can be seen that if the

direction of the current through the system is reversed repeatedly

before the polarization occurs, the effective resistivity of the system

as a whole will change as the frequency of the switching is changed.

This is a consequence of the fact that the amount of current flowing

through each metallic interface depends upon the length of time that

current has been passing through it in one direction.
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The values of the per cent frequency effect or F. E. are

a measurement of the polarization in the rock mass. However, since

the measurement of the degree of polarization is related to the apparent

resistivity of the rock mass it is found that the metal factor values or

M. F. are the most useful values in determining the amount of

polarization present in the rock mas s. The MF values are obtained by

normalizing the F. E. values for varying resistivities.

The induced polarization measurement is perhaps the most

powerful geophysical method for the direct detection of metallic

sulphide mineralization, even when this mineralization is of very

low concentration. The lower limit of volume per cent sulphide

necessary to produce a recognizable IP anomaly will vary with the

geometry and geologic environment of the source, and the method of

executing the survey. However, sulphide mineralization of less than

one per cent by volume has been detected by the IP method under

proper geological conditions.

The greatest application of the IP method has been in the

search for disseminated metallic sulphides of less than 200/, by volume.

However, it has also been used successfully in the search for massive

sulphides in situations where, due to source geometry, depth of source,

or low resistivity of surface layer, the EM method can not be successfully

applied. The ability to differentiate ionic conductors, such as water

filled shear zones, makes the IP method a useful tool in checking EM
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anomalies which are suspected of being due to these causes.

In normal field applications the IP method does not

differentiate between the economically important metallic minerals

such as chalcopyrite, chalcocite, molybdenite, galena, etc., and the

other metallic minerals such as pyrite. The induced polarization effect

is due to the total of all electronic conducting minerals in the rock mass.

Other electronic conducting materials which can produce an IP respons e

are magnetite, pyrolusite, graphite, and some forms of hematite.

In the field procedure, measurements on the surface are

made in a way that allows the effects of lateral changes in the properties

of the ground to be separated from the effects of vertical changes in the

properties. Current is applied to the ground at two points in distance

(X) apart. The potentials are measured at two other points (X) feet

apart, in line with the current electrodes is an integer number (n) times

the basic distance (X).

The measurements are made along a surveyed line, with

a constant distance (nX) between the nearest current and potential

electrodes. In most surveys, several traverses are made with various

values of (n); 1. e. (n) = 1,2,3,4, etc. The kind of survey required

(detailed or reconnais sance) decides the number of values of (n) used.

In plotting the results, the values of the apparent resistivity,

apparent per cent frequency effect, and the apparent metal factor
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measured for each set of electrode positions are plotted at the inter

section of grid lines, one from the center point of the current electrodes

and the other from the center point of the potential electrodes. (See

Figure A.) The resistivity values are plotted above the line as a mirror

image of the metal factor values below. On a second line, below the

metal factor values, are plotted the values of the per cent frequency effect.

In some cases the values of per cent frequency effect are plotted as

superscripts of the metal factor value. In this secon d case the frequency

effect values are not contoured. The lateral displacement of a given

value is determined by the location along the survey line of the center

point between the current and potential electrodes. The distance of the

value from the line is determined by the distance (nX) between the current

and potential electrodes when the measurement was made.

The separation between sender and receiver electrodes IS

only one factor which determines the depth to which the ground is being

sampled in any particular measurement. The plots then, when

contoured, are not section maps of the electrical properties of the

ground under the survey line. The interpretation of the results from

any given survey must be carried out using the combined experience

gained from field results, model study results and theoretical investi

gations. The position of the electrodes when anomalous values are

measured is important in the interpretation.
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In the field procedure, the interval over which the potential

differences are measured is the same as the interval over which the

electrodes are moved after a series of potential readings has been made.

One of the advantages of the induced polarization method is that the

same equipment can be used for both detailed and reconnais sance surveys

merely by changing the distance (X) over which the electrodes are moved

each time. In the past, intervals have been used ranging from 25 feet

to 2000 feet for (X). In each case, the decision as to the distance (X)

and the values of (n) to be used is largely determined by the expected

size of the mineral deposit being sought, the size of the expected anomaly

and the speed with which it is desired to progres s.

The diagram in Figure A demonstrates the method used

in plotting the results. Each value of the apparent resistivity, apparent

metal factor. and apparent per cent frequency effect is plotted and

identified by the position of the four electrodes when the measurement

was made. It can be seen that the values measured for the larger values

of (n) are plotted farther from the line indicating that the thicknes s of

the layer of the earth that is being tested is greater than for the smaller

values of (n); i. e. the depth of the measurement is increased. When

the F. E. values are plotted as superscripts to the MF values the third

section of data values is not presented and the F. E. values are not

contoured.
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The actual data plots included with the report are prepared

utilizing an IBM 360/75 Computer and a Calcomp 770/763 Incremental

Plotting System. The data values are calculated, plotted, and contoured

according to a programme developed by McPhar Geophysics. Certain

symbols have been incorporated into the programme to explain various

situations in recording the data in the field.

The IP measurement is basically obtained by measuring the

difference in potential or voltage (6 V 1 obtained at two operating frequen

cies. The voltage is the product of the current through the ground and

the apparent resistivity of the ground. Therefore in field situations

where the current is very low due to poor electrode contact, or the

apparent resistivity is very low, or a combination of the two effects; the

value of (6 Vl the change in potential will be too small to be measurable.

The symbol "TL" on the data plots indicates this situation.

In some situations spurious noise, either man made or natural,

will render it impossible to obtain a reading. The symbol "N" on the

data plots indicates a station at which it is too noisey to record a reading.

If a reading can be obtained, but for reasons of noise there is some doubt

as to its accuracy, the reading is bracketed in the data plot ( l.

In certain situations negative values of Apparent Frequency

Effect are recorded. This may be due to the geologic environment or

spuriol1s electrical effects. The actual negative frequency effect value

recorded is indicated on the data plot, however the symbol "NEG" is
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indicated for the corresponding value of Apparent Metal Factor. In

contouring negative values the contour lines are indicated to the nearest

positive value in the immediate vicinity of the negative value.

The symbol "NR" indicates that for some reason the operator

did not attempt to record a reading although normal survey procedures

would suggest that one was required. This may be due to inaccessible

topography or other similar reasons. Any symbol other than those dis

cussed above is, unique to a particular situation and is described within

the body of the report.
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McPHAR GEOPHYSICS LIMITED

REPORT ON THE

INDUCED OLARIZATION

AND RESISTIVITY SURVEY

ON THE

NATION COPPE PROPERTY

OMINECA MINING DIVISION. B. C.

FO

BORONDA EXPLORATION CORPORATION LTD.

1. INTRODUCTION

At the request of the company. an induced polarization and resistivity

survey has been completed on the Nation Copper Property in the Omineca Mining

vision of British Columbia for Boronda Exploration Corporation Ltd. The area

o
is situated partially in the southwest quadrant of the I quadrilateral whose south-

ast corner is at 55
0

N and I 24
0

W. and partially in the southeast quadrant of the

000
1 quadrilateral whose southeast corner ill at 55 Nand 125 W.

The survey area is largely drift cov red. Outcrop in the vicinity

consists of basic and volcanic rocks of the TaItl. group of Triassic and Jurauic

age. intruded by Upp r Jurassic or Cretaceous granodiorites. diorites. gabbro.

pyroxenite. which are grouped under the term Omineca intrusions. The survey

was carried out to test Rooka electromagnetic anomalies which had been located

previously. The location of these anomalies has not been provided.

The survey was carried out in late September and early October. 1970.
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u81ng a McPhar variable frequency IP unit operating at frequencies of 0.3 and

5 Cpll. over the following claim.:

Ia. gl'oup: 1 • Z. 3

Raj groupl 1, Z. 3

Bill group: 4. 6

King group: 7

Mel group: 4. 5. 13. 14

RT group: 9. 10. 20

Ice groupl 15

Sam group: 33. 34. 3. 4. 6. 7. 9. 11. Z1. 22. Z3. 32

Alex group: 21, Z2. 27. 28

Diana group: 7.8.9.10.11. 12

Theae claima are all auumed to be owned or held under option by

Boronda Exploration Corporation Limited.

Z. PRESENTATION OF RESUL'l'5

The induced polarization and rellistivity relultl are lhown on the

following data plotll in the manner dellcribed in the notell preceding thi. report.

Line Electrode Interval. Owg. No.

80+00N 200 feet IF 5681-1

65+00N ZOO feet IP 5681-2

00 500 feet IP 5681-3

30+00N 200 feet IP 5681.4

60+005 200 feet IP 5681.5

3+00E 500 feet IP 5681.6
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Encloaed with this report is Dwg. I. P. P. 474~. a plan map of the

grid at a acale of 1: 1000. The definite and pOB aible induced polarization

anomaliea are indicated by aoUd and broken bars respectively on thia plan map

aa well a. the data plots. Theae bars repreaent the surface projection of the

anornaloua zonea aa interpreted from the location of the transmitter and receiver

electrodea when the anomalous v&1uea were meaaured.

Since the induced polarization meaaurement ia esaentially an

averaging proce.a • • a are all potential methods. it ia frequently difficult to

exactly pinpoint the aource of an anomaly. Certainly. no anomaly can be located

with more accuracy than the apread length; i. e. when uaing 200' apreads the

poaition of a narrow sulphide body can only be determined to lie between two

atationa 200' apart. In order to locate sourcea at some depth. larger IIpreadl

muat be uaed. with a correeponding increaae in the uncertaintiea of location.

Therefore. while the centre of the indicated anomaly probably correaponds fairly

w 11 with aource. the length of the indicated anomaly along the line ahould not

be taken to repreaent the exact edgea of the anomaloul material.

3. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

It ia underatood that the induced polarization and reaiativity aurvey

waa intended to check Ronka EM anomaliea. thua the IP linea have very little

relationahip to each other. A line-by-line interpretation ia all that ia ponible.

Line SON

A shallow. relatively narrow anomaly extenda from 18E to ZlE. The

atronger portion. from l8E to ZOE. might improve U' detailed with ahorter

el ctrode intervala (see Appendix). If the source 1& confirmed. clo.ely-spaced

parallel Unea Ihould alao be lurveyed.
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Line 65N

A weak. narrow anomaly from 18E to ZOE is on strike with the

anomaly on Line SON.

Line 0

This line runs northwest - southeast along the lake shore; no

anomalies were located.

Line 30N

This line is anomalous throughout much of its length. The pattern

f the anomalies suggest disseminated. mineralization with irregular concentra

tions of mineraUeation with interspersed barren sections. The depth of the

source varies throughout. A suitable location for testing would be with the hole

drilled to check the source und.er S9E at a vertical depth of ZOO'.

Line 60S

A shallow me erate anomaly extends from Z4E to Z6E. ith a weak

extension to ZSE. A very weak one-station anomaly on n = I extends from 34E

to 36E. A broad. weak anomaly was located from 60E to b8E. with the gr atest

magnitude on n" I and n =Z.

A moderate anomaly incomplete at the east end of the line. appears

to have a shallow Source; these data are incomplete; the measurements should

be extended.

Line 3E

This is a north-south line which cro.... Line 30N and Line 60S. A

broad anomaly of variable. but generally moderate magnitude. was located from
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lOS to 455. This confirms the anomaly on Line 30N from lSE to 21E. A

weaker anomaly from 60S to 70S includes a lens of greater magnitude. The

anomaly extends to some depth.

A moderate anomaly from 1155 to 1205 has a weaker eztension to

1255. The pattern of the anomaly suggests a narrow source.

4. SUMMAR Y AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Several anomalies have been located by the induced polarbation and

resistivity survey. When the complete geophysical results have been correlated

and evaluated, several of these anomalies may warrant more detailed surveying.

McPHAR GEOPHYSICS LIMITED

I~~~

ted: February 3. 1971
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ASSESSMENT DETAILS

P OPERTY: Nation Coppar

FONSOR: Boronda Exploration
Corporation Ltd.

LOCATION: Tchentlo Lake Area

TYPE OF SURVEY: Induced Polarillation

OPERATING MAN DAYS, 55

EQUIVALENT 8 HR. MAN DAYS: 82.5

CONSULTING MAN DAYS: 3

MINING DIVISION: Omineca

PROVINCE: British Columbia

DATE STARTED: September 12,1970

DATE FINISHED: October 13,1970

NUMBER OF TATIONS: Z22

D UGHTING MAN DAYS:

TOTAL MAN DAYS:

CONSULTANTS:

7

92.5

NU BER OF READINGS: 2895

MILES OF llNE SURVEYED: 8.1

MarionA. Goudie, 739 ilitary Trail, Weat Hill, Ontario.
Philip G. Hallof, 5 Minorca Place, Don Mills, Ontario.

IELD TECHNICIANS:

R. Mertens, 304 Hobnn Avenue. Willowdale, Ontario.
L. Harrison, 960 *5 RD, Richmond, Britiah Columbia.
Plue Z Helpers

Extra Labour
C. Sykes, 167 N. 8th Avenue, S=ither., B. C.
G. Calimer, 0:1:345, Vanderhoof, B.C.
F. Patrick, General Delivery, Vanderhoof, B. C.
G. Nathe, c/o elvin Brandvold, Telkwa. B. C.

DRAUGHTSMEN:

K. King.bury, 58 Oak Avenue, Richvale, Ontario.
Y. Dojc. 20 Roselawn Avenue, Apt. 3, Toronto. Ontario.
B. Marr, 19 Kenewen Court, Toronto 16, Ontario.

McPHAR GEOPHYSICS LIMITED

~a.~'tl.i
Marion A. Goudie,
Oeolo lit.

Dated: February 3,1971
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SUM ARY OF COST

oronda Exploration Corporation d.
Nation Copper Property
Tchentlo Lake Area

Crew 2 -nen - R. ertens - I. arrison

13-3/4 aye
1 day
1 ay
6 days
6 days
• days

Operating
Travel )
Bad Weather) ) 4 days
Preparation )
Standby )
Breakdown

$240.00/day

f $100.00/day

$3,300.00

1,425.00

N.C.

4,725.00
xpenses

Transportation - Train
R nted Vehicle
Vshiele xpens e
Taxis
Freight and Brokerage
Meals and Accommodation

upplies
Exee.. alsage
Chain Saw Rental
Telephone and Telegraph

59.00
803.83

91. 17
21. 75
39.71

959.05
145. 1)
33.60
12.00

185.95
2,351.17

235. 11
Z, 586.28

xpenses for all properties $2,586.28
Prorated portion for Boronda Nation Copper
13-3/4/3 t x 2,586.28 1,061. 58

Extra Labour
Plus ZOo/.

4, 038.00
07.60

4, 845.60

Extra Labour for all properties $4,845.60
Prorated portion for Boronda Nation Copper
13-3/4/331 x $4,845.60

McP.H GEOPHYSICS LIMITED

~ If. ~~"L'
Marion A. Goudie,
aeologist.

Datedl February 3,1971

1,988.90

$7,775.48
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CERTIFICATE

I. Marion A. Goudi • of the City of Toronto. Province of Ontario,

do h reby certify that!

1. I am a Geologist residing at 739 Military Trail, Weat Hill, Ontario.

Z. I am a graduate f the University of Western Ontario with a B.Sc.

egree (1950) in Honours Geology.

3. I am a member of the Geolopcal Society of America.

•• I have been practising my profeaaion for ZO years.

5. I have no direct or indirect intereat, nor do I expect to receive any

interest directly or indirectly, in the "(>t'operty or aecurities of Boronda Exploration

Corporation Ltd. or any affiliate.

6. The statem.enta made in this report are based on a study of publiahed

geological literature and unpublished rivate reports.

7. Pe1'miuion is granted to use in whole or in part for aueaament and

qualiflcatio l' quirements but not for advertiaing pur aea.

ted at Tor to

This 3rd day of February, 1971. ~{~
Mari n A. Goucl1e, B. ~c.
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I. Philip George Hallof. of the City of Toronto, Provine of Ontario.
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1. I am a g ophysieillt I' sidin at 5 inorea Place. Don Mills. (T ront ).

Ontari

Z. I am a graduate of the Manachusetts Institute f Technology with a

B. c. Defre (1952.) in Geolory d Geophysics, and a Ph. D.

Geophysics.

gue (1957) in

3. I -.In a tneInber of the Society of Exploration Geophysicists and the

rop an AlI5ociation of the plor tion Geophysicists.

4. 1 am. a ProfellSional Geophysicist. refiltered in the Province of Ontario.

the Province of British Columbia and the State of Arizona.

S. 1 have no dir ct or indirect interest. nor do I exp ct to receive any

inter st directly or indirectly. in the property or securities of Boronda Ex loration

Corporation Ltd. or any affiliate.

6. The stateInents tnade in this re ort are based on a study of published

g ological literature and unpubUsh d privat I' rts.

7. Perm.inion ill grant d to s in whole or in p rt for ass sam nt and

lifieati requirements but not for advertiaing pu ses.

ted at Toronto

This 3rd day of February. 1971.
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McPHAR GEOPHYSICS

APPENDIX

THE INTERPRETATION OF

INDUCED POLARIZATION ANOMALIES

FROM RELATIVELY SMALL SOURCES

The induced polarization method was originally developed to
detect disseminated sulphides and has proven to be very successful in the
search for "porphyry copper" deposits. In recent years we have found
that the IP method can also be very useful in exploring for more con
centrated deposits of limited size. This type of source gives sharp IP
anomalies that are often difficult to interpret.

The anomalous patterns that develop on the contoured data
plots will depend on the size, depth and position of the source and the
relative size of the electrode interval. The data plots are not sections
showing the electrical parameters of the ground. When the electrode
interval (X) is appreciably greater than the width of the source, a large
volume of unmineralized rock is averaged into each measurement. This
is particularly true for the large values of the electrode separation (n).

The theoretical scale model results shown in Figure 1 and
Figure 2 indicate the effect of depth. If the depth to the top of the source
is small compared to the electrode interval (i. e. d X) the meas'ue
ment for n = 1 will be anomalous. In Figure 1 the depth is O. 5 units
(X = 1. 0 units) and the n = 1 value is definitely anomalous; the pattern
on the contoured data plot is typical for a relatively shallow, narrow,
near -vertical tabular source. The results in Figure 2 are for the same
source with the depth increased to 1. 5 units. Here the n = 1 value is not
anomalous; the larger values of (n) are anomalous but the magnitudes are
much lower than for the source at less depth.

When the electrode interval is greater than the width of the
source, it is not possible to determine its width or exact position between
the electrodes. The true IP effect within the source is also indeterminate;
the anomaly from a very narrow source with a very large true IP effect
will be much the same as that from a zone with twice the width and 1/2
the true IP effect. The theoretical scale model data shown in Figure 3
and Figure 4 demonstrate this problem. The depth and position of the
source are unchanged but the width and true IP effect are varied. The
anomalous patterns and magnitudes are essentially the same, hence the
data are insufficient to evaluate the source completely.

The normal practise is to indicate the IP anomalies by solid,
broken, or dashed bars, depending upon their degree of distinctiveness.
These bars represent the surface projection of the anomalous zones as
interpreted from the location of the transmitter and receiver electrodes
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when the anomalous values were measured. As illustrated in Figure 1,
Figure 2, Figure 3 and Figure 4, no anomaly can be located with more
accuracy than the spread length. While the centre of the solid bar
indicating the anomaly corresponds fairly well with the source, the length
of the bar should not be taken to represent the exact edges of the anomalous
material.

If the source is shallow, the anomaly can be better evaluated
using a shorter electrode interval. When the electrode interval used
approaches the width of the source, the apparent effects measured will
be nearly equal to the true effects within the source. When there is some
depth to the top of the source, it is not possible to use electrode intervals
that are much less than the depth to the source. In this situation, one
must realize that a definite ambiguity exists regarding the width of the
source and the IF effect within the source.

Our experience has confirmed the desirability of doing detail.
When a reconnaissance IF survey using a relatively large electrode in
terval indicates the presence of a narrow, shallow source, detail with
shorter electrode intervals is necessary in order to better locate, and
evaluate, the source. The data of most usefulness is obtained when the
maximum apparent IF effect is measured for n = 2 or n = 3. For in
stance, an anomaly originally located using X = 300' may be checked.
with X = 200' and then X = 100'. The data with X = 100' will be quite
different from the original reconnaissance results with X = 300'.

The data shown in Figure 5 and Figure 6 are field results from
a greenstone area in Quebec. The expected sources were narrow (less
than 30' in width) zones of massive, high-grade, zinc-silver ore. An
electrode interval of 200' was used for the reconnaissance survey in order
to keep the rate of progress at an acceptable level. The anomalies located
were low in magnitude.

The very weak, shallow anomaly shown in Figure 5 is typical
of those located by the X = 200' reconnaissance survey. Several anomalies
of this type were detailed using shorter electrode intervals. In most cases
the detail measurements suggested broad zones of very weak mineralization.
However, in the case of the source at 20N to 22N, the measurements with
shorter electrode intervals confirmed the presence of a strong, narrow
source. The X = 50' results are shown in Figure 6. Subsequent drilling
has shown the source to be 12.5' of massive sulphide mineralization con
taining significant zinc and silver values.

The change in the anomaly that results when the electrode in
terval is reduced is not unusual. The X = 50' data more accurately locates
the narrow source, and permits t)1e geophysicist to make a better evaluation
of its importance. The completion of this type of detail is very important,
in order to get the maximum usefulness from a reconnaissance IF survey.
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